Introduction
Shear instabilities in the form of shear bands are commonly observed in metals and polymers subjected to large deformations. The formation of a shear band is often an immediate precursor to rupture of the material.
Even when * rupture does not occur, the development of shear bands generally reduces the performance of the material. Thus, improved understanding of shear band formation is critical to the development of improved materials and components made from these materials.
Shear bands can be divided into two types: those in which thermal s-.ftening plays a negligible role in their formation and those in which thermal softening plays a primary role. In the former case the shear bands, sometimes called isothermal shear bands, form as a result of strain softening due, for example, to material damage, to the development of soft textures, or to phase transformations. In the latter case the shear bands, often called adiabatic shear bands, form as the result of an autocatalytic process: an increase in strain rate in a weaker zone causes a local increase in temperature which in turn, for a thermal softening material, causes a further increase in strain rate.
In this paper we consider both types of shear bands. We limit our
A.'attention to simple shearing-deformations. Two fundamental questions regarding the cri-tical conditions for shear band formation are addressed.
1.
For a given constitutive law, will shear localization occur for a sufficiently large shear?
2. If so, what is the critical shear -1c, outside of the shear band, for which the catastrophic process occurs?
As background for this study we note that an analysis of the stability of homogeneous simple shearing deformations has been presented by CLIFTON (1978) for quasi-static deformations and BAI (1982) for dynamic deformations. They used a classical, linear perturbation analysis in which the coefficients in the linear differential equations for the perturbations were assumed to vary sufficiently slowly that these variations could be neglected in estimating the rate of growth or decay of fluctuations from the homogeneous solution. This procedure determines a critical strain at which fluctuations begin to grow;
however, this initial growth may or may not lead to instability depending on the neglected effects of the time dependence of the coefficients and the *. nonlinearity of the complete system of equations. MOLINARI and CLIFTON (1983) and MOLINARI (1984 MOLINARI ( , 1985 have presented some analytical solutions of the fully nonlinear problem under quasi-static and adiabatic (no heat conduction)
conditions. With these solutions available for measuring the reliability of more simple approaches for determining the onset of instability, MOLINARI (1985) , and FRESSENGEAS and MOLINARI (1987) CRISMAN, HAWLEY and DUFFY (1979), and HARTLEY (1986) . Thus, in this paper we neglect dynamical effects and heat conduction in order to present an analytical approach to the fully nonlinear problem of thermoviscoplastic localization in simple shear. Our aim is to obtain simple analytical formulae for determining whether or not a shear strain localization instability will . occur and, if so, the critical strain 7c at which the localization becomes catastrophic. The boundary conditions will, in some cases, be general whereas in others they will be restricted to a constant imposed shear stress or a constant imposed velocity. Isothermal shear bands are ccnsidered in Section 2 and adiabatic shear bands are considered in Sections 3 and 4.
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Isothermal problem
we consider a simple shearing deformation of strain hardening material with strain-rate sensitivity. For illustration, we consider the following constitutive law:
where Tz is the shear stress, -y is the shear strain and y is the shear rate.
y.
The function f(-y) takes account of the strain hardening. This function is not necessarily monotonically increasing in order to account for possible strain softening.
Suppose that, for a constant applied strain rate -y, the shear stress T passes through a maximuma. Will strain localization occur? By localization we mean that in some narrow region, the strain becomes much larger than
elsewhere. More precisely, we can define two types of localization.
LP localization
If the heterogeneity of the solution is growing so that at time t, a region R (necessarily narrow) exists where y/> P withy representing the average deformation and P being a large number, then Lp localization of the deformation is said to occur.
L..localization
If f or. every point A dif ferent f rom B, the ratio _/B/7YA tends to infinity with increasing time, then L,, localization of the deformation at the point B is said to occur.
The analysis of localization in this section is performed in two different ways. First we derive an analytical solution of the fully nonlinear problem.
Then an absolute and a relative linear perturbation analysis .4A
..
',' 'r. '7. v -v I l -6-are performed and the corresponding predictions are compared with the exact solution.
The nonlinear theory
We consider a slab with a geometrical defect. The width i(y) is nonuniform as shown in Figure 1 . Using the same approach as HUTCHINSON and NEALE (1977) for the uniaxial tension of a bar, we get from the equilibrium equation written at two different points A and B:
Taking the power 1/m of each term, we get after integration: If localization does occur, the critical localization strain can be easily calculated. Let us consider the following function h defined for each point M of the slab:
Localization of strain will occur at the point B where the function h is a minimum. The critical localization strain 7y at a point A is given by the implicit equation.
In the particular case where +he initial strain 70 is uniform the localization will occur at the points B where the width 1B is minimum. This quantity tends to infinity as m -p -0
Then, according to our
Lp localization occurs for m -p small enough ( Figure 2b ).
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In the second example, we consider a function f(;) for which the limit at infinity exists
Then the result in appendix A combined with Equation ( Strain rate sensitivity has a strong stabilizing effect on the asymptotic behavior of the solution. For example, consider a 1% geometrical defect:
Values of (TB/TA)= (2A/B)l/n are given in Table 1 A value m = 0.01 is sufficient to prevent pronounced localization as ' -.
For small values of m (say m < 0.005) Lp localization occurs as 7 --.
These examples illustrate that a maximum in the stress-strain curve does not lead necessarily to the localization of plastic flow.
Linear Perturbation Analysis
It is interesting to compare the results of the fully nonlinear theory to the predictions of a linear stability analysis. For this comparison consider a block of uniform thickness i(y) = g o undergoing homogeneous simple shearing deformation o(t). Let sy = 7(y,t) --yo(t) be the difference between the shear strain y(y,t) for the same block subjected to the same boundary conditions, but having a fluctuation in strain and strain rate beginning at some time to. Using the constitutive law (1) and considering the problem as quasistatic (6 T = 0) we obtain:
57 f (7 0 ) m when sy is sufficiently small. Equation (9) shows that, at least initially, the strain difference 6y grows when f'(y) < 0 i.e. when strain softening occurs. If strain hardening occurs, i.e f' (7) > 0, then the strain difference s7 decays initially. Because the right side of Equation (9) is independent of the coordinate y, the growth or decay of the strain difference is such that the ratio of the strains 5YA and 5 7 B at points A and B remains constant. Thus, Equation (9) provides no information on strain localization.
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From this linear analysis we see that whether small perturbations of a homogeneous shearing deformation are expected to grow or decay initially depends only on the sign of f'(yo), the slope of the stress-strain curve at a constant strain yo. However, from the nonlinear analysis, we know that whether or not localization will occur is not governed by the value of fl(Yo), but by the strain rate sensitivity parameter m and the behavior of f(y) as y--. The condition f'(7) < 0 is a necessary and sufficient condition for the 0initial growth of perturbations of a homogeneous deformation whereas f'(/) < 0
for 7 greater than some critical value yc is only a necessary condition for localization to occur. This tendency for the linear perturbation analysis based on (9) to predict the growth of small perturbations under relatively weak restrictions on the constitutive equations can be partially offset by considering the relative perturbation
.70
The relative perturbation A7 tends to grow more slowly than the absolute -.
perturbation 67 and may even decay as the perturbation grows.
From (9) and (10) we obtain after logarithmic differentiation
4'Yo
If f(7 0 ) has the behavior (4) 
Adiabatic Case
We consider next the influence of temperature on localization. As discussed in the introduction, the deformation is assumed to be adiabatic and quasistatic. We consider the constitutive equation
the equation of equilibrium
,he compatibility equation
8y and the energy equation
at In these equations p is the mass density, C is the heat capacity per unit mass, 8 is the absolute temperature, v is the particle velocity, and 3 is the Taylor-Quinney coefficient which characterizes the fraction of plastic work that is converted into heat; usually 3 is taken constant and equal to 0.9.
Equations (13)- (16) In the following, we present a discussion of localization for different constitutive laws and different boundary conditions. We consider the cases of constant velocity boundary conditions:
or constant stress boundary conditions
*.
Materials Without Strain-Hardeninq
An exact solution of the fully nonlinear problem has been presented by MOLINARI and CLIFTON (1983) for the case in which the material is not strain hardening and Eqn. (13) has the form
In order to obtain this exact solution we write Eqns. (14) and (16) at two different points A and B. Substitutions of (19) into (14) and use of (16) to eliminate TA/7B gives Table 2 for several constitutive laws. 
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Calculation of the critical strain
In this section we obtain explicit results for the critical strain at localization. We illustrate the approach by considering the constitutive law Then, if the initial temperature (or the width j) is non uniform, C 1 is strictly negative.
For a thermal softening material, i~e. a > 0, the quantity exp(-ca6A/m) 
(32) hj
Numerical integration of (32) For small values of m we can approximate the stress T by
This approximation is discussed in appendix B and a numerical evaluation will be presented later. Substitution of the approximate stress (34) into the energy equation (16) 
a pC where 60 is the initial temperature.
With the relationship between 6 and / given by (36), the critical strain, 
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decreases and e8 -8e increases. The energy measure, To -/, of the critical strain increases with increasing strain rate sensitivity (i.e. increasing m) and decreasing thermal softening (i.e. decreasing a). Again, the nominal critical strain is obtained by the substitution of (38) into (32). Comparison of (38) and (29) indicates that, for m << 1, the relationship (31) between equivalent temperature defects A8 and geometric defects Ai holds for velocity boundary conditions as well as for constant stress boundary conditions.
A"A "2:
Further understanding of the dependence of the critical strain y on the defect can be obtained by introducing the defect parameter
In terms of X the critical strain, for m << 1, is given by [ ] ) or, alternatively,
A where the constant is chosen such that (38) and (40b) give the same value for 
Materials with Strain Hardening
Strain hardening cannot be ignored for most materials. In this section we derive analytical localization criteria for constitutive laws of the form
where 70 is the initial strain. The approach is similar to that used in Section 3.1.
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,. "... (44) is a generalization of (21) to strain hardening materials.
Analysis of (44) analogous to that of (21) where the quantity on the right side of (49) is a minimum.
Equation (49) has the same form as that obtained by HUTCHINSON and NEALE (1977) in the study of the rupture of a viscoplastic bar in tension although the physical effects being modeled are different -their analysis included necking, but did not include the thermal softening which is included here.
Velocity boundary conditions
As in section 3.1 we consider constant velocity boundary conditions and assume that the strain rate sensitivity of the material is small (i.e. m << 1). To calculate the temperature from the energy equation (16) .
pC (n + 1)(e°) i*: and for g(e) = go e-ae we obtain go 'Y' e-a S 0 o]
a pC (n + 1)
These equations provide an approximate relationship between the temperature and the strain at each position as long as the exponent m is sufficiently small for the dependence of the shear stress on strain rate to be represented by -y, where x0 is the nominal strain rate, instead of by 9, where y is the local strain rate.
In order to investigate the critical conditions for localization, we substitute the functions 0(y) obtained from (51) or (52) 
for 0 < m << 1, and v < 1. This condition is slightly more restrictive than the condition (46) obtained for stress boundary conditions. That is, the tendency for localization is slightly stronger for stress boundary conditions than for velocity boundary conditions in that the localization condition (46) is satisfied by all v,m, and n which satisfy (54); however, for m << 1, the
V.
terms involving m in both (46) and (54) are often so small that, effectively, the localization conditions (46) and (54) Table 3 ( SHAWKI (1986) ).
The strain y° is taken to have the value 0.01 for both steels. More detailed fitting of the plastic response of these steels has been presented by KLEPACZKO (1986) . analysis to be a parameter that varies from 0.9 to 0.999. In order to relate the critical strains -y to the nominal strain -c at localization (see Eqn.
(32)), the variation in wall thickness JA = i(YA) must be prescribed over the entire length of the specimen. Based on the general appearance of the " sectioned specimens we take this variation to have the form Other difficulties with comparisons between theory and experiment in the steeply falling part of the curve include: (i) the inadequacy of the assumption that the stress obtained using the nominal strain rate can be used in calculating the local rate of energy dissipation, (ii) the likelihood that the final localization varies so strongly around the circumference of the specimen that a one-dimensional analysis is * inappropriate; and (iii) the lack of constant velocity boundary conditions when the stress decreases strongly in torsional Kolsky bar experiments.
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Conclusion
By assuming the deformation to be adiabatic and quasi-static, and by neglecting elasticity effects, we have characterized, analytically, the critical conditions for shear strain localization in simple shear. The assumed conditions are good approximations for the specimen sizes and strain rates that are commonly used in torsional Kolsky bar experiments on shear band formation in steels.
We assume the existence of initial inhomogeneities which are either georetrical defects or non-uniform fields of initial temperature or strain.
The localization strain is obtained as a function of these defects, the n,,aterial parameters and the boundary conditions. Two types of boundary conditions have been considered:
-constant applied stress 
